SHAKE UP YOUR SHELVES

Libros Latinos

MÉNDEZ-KIM
Where Are You From?

ACEVEDO
The Poet X

MELADO
Love Sugar Magic: A Dash of Trouble

CECE RIOS and the Desert of Souls

REYES
Planting Stories: The Life of Librarian and Storyteller Pura Belpré

Esperanza

BOOGE BOOGE, Y'ALL

OSHIRO
The Insiders

SILVER
They Both Die at the End

MARIE HERNÁNDEZ
I Got This: To Gold and Beyond

DELMAR
Us in Progress

ACEDO
The New David Espinosa

DIAZ PLAYER
Paletero Man

Brown & López
Lito Pumie: Mambito King - Rey del Mambo

Miss Meteor

CHUNKY
Mercado

MENDOZA
Everything Within and In Between

DIVIDED

EFRÉN

MELADO

FRANCO-EPSTEIN
A Girl Named Rigoletto: The Story of Rigoletto from Pura Belpré to Today